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A newly built 500-ton cutter - the CG-122 Nantou, manufactured

by Chung Hsin Shipbuilder of Kaohsiung as commissioned by

the Coast Guard Administration, Executive Yuan (brief as CGA) has

been inaugurated on April 29, 2005, and Premiere Hsieh Chang-ting

has voiced his anticipation that the inauguration would poise to excel

patrol capabilities, and help to secure national maritime sovereignty.

Jointly presiding the vessel launching ceremonies held in Chijin,

Kaohsiung are Premiere Hsieh Chang-ting, CGA director Syu Huei-you

and Chung Hsin Shipbuilder chairman Han Bi-shiang, where the wife

of Premiere, Mrs. Yu Fang-tze, has christened the ship with a bottle of

champagne, and Syu Huei-you and Han Bi-shiang have jointly pre-

sented Premiere Hsieh with a commemorative model ship of the CG-

122 Nantou.

Premier Hsieh says, with Taiwan being a maritime country, and

Kaohsiung being a maritime capitol, the completion of the CG-122

Nantou built locally shows that Taiwan's shipbuilding techniques have

reached a certain level of sophistication.  Of the Coast Guard

Administration's recent deployment of cutters covering the Ishigaki

Island (Diao-Yu Island), Dong Sha (Pratas Island), Nan Sha (Sprately
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Island) and so forth, Premier Hsieh says, as defense patrol using

cutters serves to demonstrate Taiwan's national sea sovereignty

practical strength, the addition of the CG-122 Nantou would not

only poise to excel Taiwan's sea territory law enforcement

capabilities, but also brings tangible yield toward safeguarding

Taiwan's exclusive economic Zone, continental reefs and high sea

maritime interests, ensuring the safety of human lives and prop-

erties at sea.  Premier Hsieh also says that he has since summoned

the 3rd maritime affairs promotion council meeting", at which

over 100 resolutions have been made, with NT$34.9 billion bud-

get appropriated for infusing in maritime infrastructure

development.

CGA director Syu Huei-you also points out, although

Nantou County is landlocked, naming the vessel CG-122 Nantou, as

the only landlocked county on the island, signifies the augmentation of

a broad-minded spirit, combining Nantou County's majestic mountain-

ous terrain and a perseverance derive, and what that represents is of a

broad maritime spirit that is poised to create a nationwide awareness,

and help to steer the country to navigate toward an immense blueprint

for showcasing the government's determination for enforcing a national

maritime policy and implementing its maritime affairs.

The 500T CG-122 Nantou has been designed and built to support

its mission deployment requirements in sea territory law enforcement,

maritime services and maritime affairs implementation with excellent

wave resistant stability, and is coordinated with rescue boats that can

be lowered into the water via the stern when carrying out emergency

rescue missions in a flexible maneuver, which automatically self-right-

ing even if capsized, in addition to a configurable living quarter for

duty personnel and a reduce noise level.  Built at a cost of NT$500

million, the vessel measures 61Meters (M) in length, 9.5M in width, 5.

1M in height, at a 2.8M draught, and carries approx. 140 tones, boards

38 crews, and sails at a maximum speed of 30 knots, with endurance

capability at 1,200 nautical miles, making it a high-performance cutter.
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